Activation of the classical complement pathway in spontaneous bacterial peritonitis
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Abstract
To investigate the possibility that low complement concentrations in the plasma and ascites of patients with severe liver disease could be secondary to complement consumption, complement activation was studied in 32 patients with severe liver disease, 11 of whom had spontaneous bacterial peritonitis (SBP). In patients with SBP, plasma C3 and C4 were significantly lower than in uninfected patients (mean values 0·74 ± 1·13 g/l, p < 0·01 and 0·20 ± 0·28 g/l, p < 0·05 respectively). Plasma complement activation via the classical pathway, as shown by C4d/C4, was significantly increased in patients with SBP compared with uninfected patients (37·3 ± 22·2, p < 0·01) as was C3d/C3 (14·0 ± 8·11, p < 0·01), but there was no significant difference in Ba/B between SBP and uninfected patients. Ascitic C3 concentrations were higher in patients without SBP than in infected patients (0·37 ± 0·08 g/l, p < 0·05), as were factor B values (0·11 ± 0·03 g/l, p < 0·05). There was no significant difference in ascitic C4 concentrations in patients with SBP compared with uninfected patients (0·03 ± 0·07 g/l). Although consumption of C3, as shown by C3d/C3 in ascites, was increased in infected patients compared with uninfected patients (79·1 ± 36·1, p < 0·05), there was no difference in ascitic complement activation between the groups for either the classical or alternative pathways. In SBP, decreased plasma C3 and C4 are primarily caused by increased activation of the classical pathway and not impaired hepatic synthesis. Activation and consumption of C3 is one factor causing the low ascitic C3 concentrations observed in SBP.

A decrease in the circulating complement concentrations is seen in severe chronic liver disease and is thought to be one factor that predisposes to the high incidence of infection in patients with cirrhosis. One common infection in cirrhotic patients with ascites – spontaneous bacterial peritonitis (SBP) – is seen in approximately 25% during each admission to hospital, and has a mortality of up to 50%. Patients who develop SBP have impaired opsonic and bactericidal activity in the ascitic fluid both before and during infection, reflecting low C3 and C4 concentrations in the ascites. Low complement activity in the plasma and ascites of patients with severe liver disease could be secondary to a number of factors, including impaired synthesis by the liver, complement activation secondary to the primary disease process in addition to supervening infection, or altered clearance of complement from plasma.

This study aimed to examine the state of activation of the complement system in the plasma and ascites of patients with severe liver disease in the presence or absence of SBP, to determine whether complement activation and consumption or decreased synthesis contributes to the low values previously observed in the ascites of patients with severe chronic liver disease.

Methods
Thirty two patients with ascites secondary to severe chronic liver disease were included in the study (Table I). Plasma and ascites were taken from 11 patients with SBP (five women and six men) as defined by the presence in ascites of >250 neutrophils/mm³ or positive bacterial or fungal cultures. Of the patients with SBP, six had alcoholic cirrhosis, three cirrhosis secondary to chronic non-A, non-B infection, one had cirrhosis secondary to chronic hepatitis B infection, and one primary biliary cirrhosis. Plasma and ascites were also taken from 21 uninfected patients (10 women and 11 men). In both groups at the time the samples were taken there was no evidence of infection at other sites and none of the patients were on antibiotic treatment. Nineteen of these patients had cirrhosis (15 secondary to alcoholic liver disease, two secondary to chronic non-A, non-B infection, one halothane hepatitis superimposed on alcoholic cirrhosis, and one haemochromatosis). One patient had non-cirrhotic portal hypertension and one had chronic Budd-Chiari syndrome. Patients were graded according to Pugh’s modification of the Child’s classification (Table II).

Ascitic fluid was obtained within five days of admission using a sterile technique, and samples for culture and microscopy were collected in sterile glass bottles. Additional samples for microbiology were cultured in blood culture bottles by the Bactec system (Becton Dickinson and Company, Towson, Md, USA). Ascites for estimation of complement was collected in
EDTA (to a final concentration of 10 mmol/l) onto ice and spun down at 4°C. The supernatant was stored immediately in liquid nitrogen until assayed. At the same time blood samples for estimation of complement were collected and centrifuged and the plasma stored similarly.

For comparison, blood was taken for complement estimation from 19 healthy subjects (11 men and eight women, median age 30 years, range 20–58).

C₃, C₄, AND FACTOR B MEASUREMENT

Plasma and ascitic concentrations of C₃, C₄, and factor B were determined by laser nephelometry, using specific antisera to C₃ and C₄ (Behring Diagnostics, Middx, UK) and factor B (Dakopatts, High Wycombe, UK), according to the manufacturers' instructions. Results are expressed in g/l.

C₃D, C₄D, AND BA MEASUREMENT

The C₃d concentrations were determined by a nephelometric technique. Briefly, plasma or ascites was brought to 11% final concentration of polyethylene glycol 6000 (Sigma Chemicals, Poole, UK) and centrifuged at 1500 g for 30 minutes at 4°C. This manoeuvre precipitates C₃ and its larger fragments, leaving C₃d in the supernatant. The concentration of C₃d was then measured by laser nephelometry, using anti-C₃d antiserum (Dakopatts). The C₄d and Ba concentrations were measured similarly using anti-C₄ intact antiserum (Behring Diagnostics) and anti-factor B antiserum (Dakopatts) after treatment of the plasma or ascites samples with high polyethylene glycol concentrations. C₃d and C₄d results were expressed as percentages of 100% C₃d and C₄d standards, obtained by exhaustively activating complement through the classical pathway by incubating normal human serum with heat aggregated immunoglobulin. Ba results were expressed as percentages of a 100% Ba standard, obtained by exhaustively activating the alternative complement pathway by incubating normal human serum with inulin. Since the initial concentration of intact complement components may influence the concentrations of their fragments, the C₃d/C₃, C₄d/C₄, and Ba/factor B ratios were calculated to obtain indices of complement activation (complement activation ratios) on all samples of plasma and ascites. The C₃d/C₃ and C₄d/C₄ ratios have been shown to correlate positively with the in vivo fractional catabolic rate of C₃ and C₄.

Group data are expressed as mean values with 95% confidence intervals (CI) and complement activation ratios as mean (SEM). Comparison of group data was also performed using the Wilcoxon rank sum test and a p value of less than 0·05 considered significant.

Results

PLASMA C₃, C₄, FACTOR B

Plasma C₃ concentrations were significantly reduced in patients with SBP (0·74 g/l; CI, 0·56 to 0·92) compared with uninfected patients (1·13 g/l; CI, 0·95 to 1·31; p<0·01) and normal controls (0·85 g/l; CI, 0·82 to 0·94; p<0·05) (Fig 1A). Plasma C₄ (0·20 g/l; CI, 0·16 to 1·24) was also reduced when compared with uninfected patients (0·28 g/l; CI, 0·20 to 0·36; p<0·05), but not when compared with normal controls (0·21 g/l; CI, 0·17 to 0·25) (Fig 1B). The plasma factor B concentration in SBP patients (0·19 g/l; CI, 0·15 to 0·23) was not significantly different from that in patients without SBP (0·24 g/l; CI, 0·20 to 0·28) or controls (0·18 g/l; CI, 0·16 to 0·20) (Fig 1C). In uninfected patients compared with controls, there was no significant difference in plasma C₃ and C₄ but there was a statistically significant (p<0·01) increase in plasma factor B in these patients (Fig 1C).

PLASMA COMPLEMENT ACTIVATION INDICES

Calculation of activation ratios showed that plasma C₃ activation was significantly greater in patients with SBP (14·0 (1·71)) than in normal subjects (6·28 (0·53)) and patients without SBP.
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**Figure 2: Complement activation as indicated by C3d/C3(A), C4d/C4(B), and Balfactor B(C) in plasma of patients with spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, patients with severe chronic liver disease without infection, and normal subjects.**
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(8.11 (0.70)) (p<0.01) (Fig 2A). Plasma C4 activation was also greater in SBP patients than in uninfected patients (37.3 (4.1) vs 22.2 (2.6), p<0.01), but there was no significant difference between SBP patients and normal controls (33.0 (4.6)) (Fig 2B). There was no significant difference in plasma factor B activation between SBP patients (168 (25.0)) and patients without SBP (195 (21.7)) or normal controls (166 (10.2)) (Fig 2C).

Patients without SBP showed no significant difference from normal controls for activation of C3, C4, or factor B (Fig 2A-C).

**ASCITES C3, C4, AND FACTOR B**

Aspcic concentrations of both C3 and factor B were higher in patients without SBP (0.37 g/l; CI, 0.23 to 0.51 and 0.11 g/l; CI, 0.05 to 0.17 respectively) than in patients with SBP (0.08 g/l; CI, 0.06 to 0.10 and 0.03 g/l; CI, 0.01 to 0.05 respectively, p<0.05). There was no significant difference in the ascitic concentrations of C4 (0.07 g/l; CI, 0.01 to 0.13 and 0.03 g/l; CI, 0.01 to 0.05 respectively).

**ASCITES COMPLEMENT ACTIVATION INDICES**

Calculation of activation ratios showed that ascitic C3 activation was significantly greater in patients with SBP (79.1 (16.39)) than in uninfected patients (36.1 (6.35), p<0.05) (Fig 3A). When patients with SBP were compared with uninfected patients, this difference was not present for ascitic C4 activation (241 (51.4) vs 336 (54.4)) (Fig 3B) or ascitic factor B activation (2140 (724) vs 1220 (240)) (Fig 3C).

Clinical grading of the patients by the Pugh's classification showed no significant differences in the severity of the liver disease between patients with SBP and those without infection (Table II). Seven of the patients with SBP died during the course of their admission, although in only four (36%) was death attributable to SBP. Six (29%) of the patients without evidence of SBP died.

**Discussion**

This study shows that the low C3 concentrations found in plasma and ascites of patients with SBP are consistent with increased complement activation rather than decreased hepatic synthesis.
Low plasma C3 and C4 concentrations in patients with SBP are caused by activation by the classical pathway, as indicated by the increase in the respective activation ratios with no change in the activation ratio of factor B in either infected or uninfected patients. In this study, plasma C3 and C4 concentrations were not significantly different from those in normal control subjects. In patients with SBP, significant activation of C3 in ascites was also shown but not activation of C4 or factor B. Factors triggering classical pathway activation in patients with SBP could include IgM and IgG complexes. Our results do not support the possibility that significant alternative pathway activation, for example from endotoxin, is taking place.

These findings are compatible with those of previous studies which showed normal or reduced C3 concentrations in patients with chronic liver disease. Although details of whether infection was present were not given, the decrease was generally less noticeable in patients with alcoholic liver disease than in those with liver diseases of other aetiologies. Since, in the present study, most patients had alcoholic cirrhosis with superimposed alcoholic hepatitis, it is possible that the finding of increased plasma C3, C4, and factor B concentrations in a number of subjects without SBP could be secondary to increased synthesis as part of the acute phase response in patients with alcoholic hepatitis. It is of interest that although all cirrhotic patients had severely decompensated liver disease with poor synthetic function as judged by low serum albumin and prolonged prothrombin time, hepatic synthesis of C3, C4, and factor B was not impaired. This finding contrasts with early studies which compared reduced complement concentrations with impaired synthetic function and showed a positive correlation.

In two recent studies, patients with low ascitic C3 concentrations were shown to be more likely to develop SBP while in hospital, although a similar relation between C4 and SBP was not present. However, in both studies the patients in whom SBP later developed had more severe liver disease as judged by Child's grading, and the increased likelihood of developing SBP could have been a reflection of the severity of underlying liver disease. In the present study, infection was already present when the ascites in which complement concentrations were measured was obtained — it is therefore possible that the presence of infection could have worsened the abnormalities in the prothrombin time and serum bilirubin, which are included as factors in Child's grading of severity of disease, and this would have made it less likely that our patients with SBP had more severe underlying liver disease.

A further consideration is the possible effect that diuresis and paracentesis could have on the complement concentrations in ascites. Runyon et al reported that complement activity in the serum and ascites of patients undergoing diuretic treatment alone was higher than in patients in whom repeated paracenteses were performed. In the present study, samples were obtained before therapeutic paracentesis was performed.

Nevertheless, it is possible that the effects of diuretics on the patients could have influenced the results. Similarly, it is possible that the contrast between plasma and ascites complement concentrations could be influenced by the effect of infection on the permeability of peritoneal capillaries. Such, however, a direct correlation between serum C3 and ascitic fluid C3 was observed. It is of interest that in Such's study the ascitic fluid protein was significantly less in the patients who developed SBP, a feature also present in the patients reported here, even although by Child's grading the underlying liver disease was of similar severity and there was no difference in the serum albumin concentrations in the infected and uninfected patients (Table I).

In common with other recent studies, the possible effect of decreased hepatic clearance on complement components has not been taken into account. However, animal models suggest that complement catabolism takes place in other organs such as the lung, spleen, and kidney and it is therefore unlikely that impaired hepatic clearance would cause a rise in plasma complement fragment values.

In patients without SBP compared with normal controls, complement activation showed no significant differences. This argues against a mechanism whereby complement activation is involved in the pathogenesis of the underlying liver disease, although this has been suggested as a possible cause of cell damage in alcoholic liver disease. However, it is possible that in severely decompensated patients there was little continuing hepatocellular damage and clues as to the pathogenesis may not be present.

These findings suggest that the decrease in plasma complement values present in advanced liver disease could be indicative of infection and are unlikely to be affected by impaired synthetic capacity of the liver. Our findings also show that SBP is accompanied by activation of the classical complement pathway in plasma, highlighting the systemic nature of the infection and underlying the results of previous studies which have shown that patients with a low ascitic protein are at highest risk of developing SBP.
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